
Walking About (formerly wandering) and dementia – tips on how to 

deal with it and why it occurs 

 

Some people with dementia can become confused and may walk about either 

around their home or even leave the house. This used to be known as ‘wandering’ 

but if now referred to as ‘walking about’. It can have potentially dangerous 

consequences and be a constant source of anxiety for families. 

Below are a list of suggestions obtained from one of our factsheets, the Internet and 

from carers and professionals to help understand both why people with dementia 

walk about and practical ways to deal with it. This information is meant as a guide 

only, providing solutions that have worked for others in a similar situation. 

Alzheimer’s Society cannot be held responsible for any adverse effects caused as a 

result of following this guidance. 

Thank you to everyone who contributed to this document. 

 

Walking like this is not meaningless ‘wandering’ – it usually represents a response to 

a need. The person may be searching for someone or something, be bored or 

restless, or be attempting to relieve pain or discomfort. They may also have enjoyed 

walking in the past and want to continue doing this. This behaviour can cause 

concern for carers, especially when it comes to the person’s safety. 

Sometimes carers consider locking doors and windows to prevent the person from 

coming to any harm. This is a very restrictive practice and needs to be considered 

carefully. It must only be done as a last resort after considering other options. It is 

important to remember that you should never lock a person with dementia in the 

home if they are alone. If you are worried to the point that you feel there is no safe 

alternative, call social services immediately and ask for an urgent assessment. 

Finding the right solution to walking about 

Help in finding a better, i.e. less restrictive, solution to walking about may be 

available. An assessment from social services (called a ‘care needs assessment’) 

can be requested and may provide some alternative options. One solution could be 

accompanying the person when walking for some of the way, and then moving their 

attention to something else so that you can both return. If walking is caused by 

boredom, providing meaningful activities for the person may help. If the person does 

walk alone and gets lost, they could carry identification to help ensure their safe 

return. Alzheimer’s Society Helpcards can be filled in with important details about the 

person with dementia, and can help if someone finds them when they are lost. 

 



Some carers consider using assistive technology products, such as a tracking 

device, to help find the person. There is also a ‘panic button’ they can press if they 

get lost. Tracking devices are beneficial as they provide people with dementia and 

their carers with a better sense of independence and reassurance. However, they do 

raise ethical concerns if the person is unable (lacks the capacity) to consent to 

carrying the device. If tracking devices are used then the person must be consulted 

about this. Risks and benefits must be carefully weighed up, and any decision taken 

must be in the person’s best interests and be the least restrictive option available. 

In some cases, after trying all alternative options, it may be decided that locking the 

door is the best solution. Discuss this decision first with any other people who are 

involved in the person’s care. The person must not be put at any kind of risk as a 

result of this decision. As this is a considerable restriction of the person’s choice and 

freedom of movement, doors should be locked for the minimum period necessary 

and only when they are not alone in the house. Extra support may help to limit how 

much this really needs to be done. Carers should look into what is available in the 

area – for example, through social services. 

Things for carers to think about around walking about 

•What triggers the walking about? 

•Are there any helpful solutions to dealing with this? 

•Will assistive technology products, such as a tracking device, be appropriate? 

•Are there less restrictive alternatives to locking the doors? 

•What would happen if the person were able to walk about? 

•What would be the consequences of locking the doors? 

•How would you feel if the person had an accident, having been either locked in the 

house or allowed to walk about? 

•What extra help and support is available in the area? 

 

• Keep objects associated with the outdoors (car keys, jackets, shoes) out of the 
person’s view. 
• If possible, place door locks above eye level or where the person can’t see them. 
• Try disguising doors by decorating or covering them so they don’t look like doors. 
• Familiar objects, furniture and pictures can provide comfort and belonging. 
• Leaving a light on in the hallway or placing an illuminated clock by the bed may 
help reduce disorientation at night. 
• Labels on doors may help the person find their way around the home.  
 
 



Keep records 
Keeping an ongoing journal or record can help provide insight into reasons for 
the person’s walking about behaviour. Understanding the person’s walking 
about patterns and triggers can help you put strategies in place.  
 
 
In order to solve the issue of walking about, you need to look at why it is happening 
in the first place. Often people with dementia don’t recognise where they are living in 
the present day, their memories may be much stronger from years ago. As a result 
they will be looking for the familiarity of a place they lived in maybe 40 or even 50 
years earlier. The natural reaction for all of us is to look for somewhere familiar and 
this is often why people with dementia leave their homes to look for that familiar 
place in their past. This behaviour is perfectly logical in their minds. 
 
Carers and families therefore need to make the current living environment as familiar 
as possible by including furniture, photos, ornaments and other objects from the 
person’s past. Conversations with the person living with dementia will help ascertain 
at what point in their lives memories are clear and familiar. Meet the person is their 
reality rather than trying to bring them into yours. 
 
A person may walk about in their own home because they get confused as to where 
the toilet is or they may be hungry. Large signs or pictures indicating where the toilet 
is can help and leaving healthy snacks within easy each work sometimes. 
 
Fit eye level mirrors on doors as this may deter people leaving the house but be 
aware that mirrors can also be upsetting for some people as they don’t recognise 
their older selves. Stop signs can be useful. Also doorbells which ring when a person 
leaves the house as well as a whole range of tracking devices. 
 
The police now have a great scheme called the Herbert Protocol which families can 
sign up to if they have a family member likely to walk about. It’s basically a form 
about the person with dementia the family complete in advance and keep in a safe 
place. The police can then use this form to help find that missing person. Please call 
our office on 01704 539967 and we can send this form out to you. 
 
 
 
This would only really work if the person lives with someone who can 
intervene -  so for instance if the person with dementia is wanting to leave the 
house one could say something along the lines of  “You will need your 
handbag first lets go and see if we can find it” or  “You will need a coat or a 
better coat because the weather is…..” or “It’s too hot/wet/dark to go out now.” 
or “Let’s just do such and such before you/we go out…”   
 
 
My Dad has passed now but when he got anxious over ‘going home’ my Mum would 
ring me and I would call back and pretend to be his Mum and tell him to Just stay 
with the ‘nice lady’ and I would see him soon. This would relieve that sense of 
urgency he felt to wander which would obviously give my Mum a little bit of peace; 
until the next time.  



 
Mum would also give him an empty suitcase and tell him he would need to pack if he 
was going anywhere so obviously this was a distraction for a while until she would 
need to contact me; by then he’d sometimes forgot why he was packing anyway and 
tea might be on table so he’d lost interest in ‘going home’  
 
The couple of occasions he managed to get out of the house  we were very lucky 
that someone kindly took him to the police station but I can remember I jokingly said 
‘I’m going to have to get you tagged Dad’ I have just looked that up though and seen 
that some care settings do use electronic tagging monitors and I think if he was still 
alive I would definitely consider one as I think for the family that would definitely give 
a certain amount of peace of mind as at least you know where to look. I think I would 
just make out it was a new gadget with any reason appropriate to the person; I’d 
probably have told him it monitors the bills so he could save some money and also 
help his carbon footprint.....he’d of been very impressed with it then. 
 
 
I let my husband out and followed him round the road 6 feet behind. He then 
got tired so I was there to sit him on his walker while I went for the car to get 
him home. We were only 100 yards from our house. 
 
 
Just a quick note regarding this.   I remember a programme on the television 

regarding the above subject and the family in question covered the front and back 

door with curtains and that seemed to do the trick.   If the person concerned can’t 

see the door they are not reminded to open it and go out.     
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